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SOME ASPECTS OF SUCCESSION
THE SPRUCE-FIR FOREST ZONE OF NORTHERN UTAH
David

and James A. MacMahon'

Sthiiiipf'-, Jan A. ilendersou,'^

J.

.\bstract.— a site in the Rocky Mountain siibalpine forest zone with which a series of hypotheses concerning
ecosystem succession was tested is characterized. Succession from herh-dominated meadows to climax forests of Engehnann spruce and suhalpine fir can follow at least four identified pathwa\'s. After fire, spruce and fir may reinvade

by aspen, or follow invasion by lodgepole pine, the pathway depending on a commeadows which do not
owe their existence to fire. In this latter pathway, aspen invades meadows by suckering and changes the environment near the soil surface so as to facilitate establishment of the climax tree species. The biota and soils of four
characteristic serai stages (meadow, aspen, tir, spruce-tiri in this latter pathway are described.
a site directly, follow invasion

bination of physical and biotic factors. In other cases, succession begins with long-established

Succession

may be

identified as the

change

ecosystem properties of a specified area
over a time interval of the same magnitude as
the generation time of the conspicuous organisms in the ecosvstem. Odum (1969) propo,sed 24 trends in ecosystem properties as
successional changes take place. From 1976
through 1978 we and our colleagues .studied

Materials and Methods

in

many

of these properties in a successional se-

quence of ecosystems in the subalpine zone
of the Wasatch Mountains of northern Utah.
In this paper we review patterns of succession

i-

the subalpine central

Rockv Moun-

our intensively studied sequence, and characterize the environment of
the study area. Subsequent papers will report
tains,

describe

results of tests for trends in specific ecosys-

tem

properties

along

the

gradient in the context of

The subalpine zone
tains

is

of the

Rocky Moun-

the uppermost forested part of the

by climatic climax
ecosystems dominated by Engelmann spruce
{Picea engebnannii Parry) and subalpine fir
{Abies kisiocarpa [Hook.] Nutt.) (Daubenmire
1943, 1978, Oosting and Reed 1952), hereafter referred to as spruce and fir. Some
workers term this the upper montane zone
Cordillera, characterized

(Love 1970). Although long-term climatological data from tliis zone are comparatively
scant, the occurrence of these subalpine forests is apparently more closely correlated
with summer air temperatures than with precipitation patterns

A

eses.

'Department

successional

Odum's hypoth-

Rocky Mountain Subalpine Succession

(Daubenmire

1956).

variety of types of ecosystems

and Ecology Center, Utah State University, Logan, Utah 84322.
Department of Biology, University of Minnesota, Duliith, Minnesota 5.5812.
'Department of Forestry and Outdoor Recreation and Erology Center. Utah State University. Logan. Utah
Federal Building, P.O. Box 2288. Olympia, Washington 98507.

may

oc-

of Biology

'Present address:

84,322. Present address: U.S. Forest Service,
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cupv a subalpine site from the time it is herbaceous in character until its full devel-

opment

as a spruce-fir forest. In the

lower

range of the subalpine zone, preclimax forests
are sometimes dominated by tree species
which form climatic climax stands in lower
zones; the particular tree species involved

depend on the geographic location in the
Cordillera (Daubenmire 1943). Throughout
the subalpine zone the spruce-fir climax
ten preceded

max

by

tree species

is

which form

1970), though this

1

was concluded from obser-

vation of seedlings planted at higher elevations than those of their parents. Shade-casting objects also lessen the nocturnal radiative

cooling of seedlings; spruce seedling growth
enhanced by higher night temperatures
Is

(Hellmers

et al. 1970).

Under high soil water
emerge somewhat

potential, spruce seedlings

of-

faster than lodgepole at 16 C, but distinctly
slower than lodgepole at 35 C (Kaufmann

cli-

and Eckard 1977). The mechanisms for

stands only under restricted topograph-

shade-enhanced subalpine

establishment

fir

ic/edaphic conditions. The predominant
species of this type are quaking aspen {Popiilus treiniiloides Michx.) and lodgepole pine

are less well understood.

{Pinus contorta Dougl. var. hitifolia Engelm.),

ify

hereafter referred to as aspen and lodgepole.

1977) type of serai sequence, at least with regard to trees. Under certain circumstances

While lodgepole is usually an invader of
burned areas, it also may invade unforested
sites which have not been binned recently

ways

detailed studies of successional path-

in

as a

"facilitation"

the subalpine of the

Rocky Moun-

(Council and Slatyer

the preclimax .species invade the site
readily than do the climax species,
ly facilitate the later

(Patten 1969).

Few

Subalpine succession involving lodgepole
or aspen preclimax ecosystems seems to qual-

invasion of climax trees.

Aspen and lodgepole are unable

more than

more

and great-

to persist as

isolated individuals following

canopy development, possibly due

tains

have been reported. In Colorado, the lopresence of lodgepole seeds versus aspen
roots tends to determine the composition of

spruce-fir

cal

in

preclimax forest which follows fire
(Stahelin 1943), though exposure and soils
also play a role (Langenheim 1962, Feet

dense shade cast by spruce and fir.
Adaptive features conferring this greater
colonizing ability on lodgepole and aspen appear to center on the establi.shment phase of

the

1978).

part to their shoot geometry (Horn 1971)

and high

Direct invasion of unforested areas by
spmce and fir can be extremely slow, even
when high numbers of their seeds reach the
site (Noble and Ronco 1978). Competition

the

with vigorous herbs or shrubs in the open
stands is undoubtedly a factor (Alexander

seed

Dunwiddie 1977), but the direct expoand fir seedlings to the sun and
night sky may be more detrimental. Deadfall
remaining after logging or blowdown in1974,

sure of spruce

creases the rate of reestablishment of spruce

life

light

cycle.

is

Engelmann spruce establishment

es evaporative
lings'

ter

Shade obviously reduc-

and heat

.stress

in

the seed-

environment. Even under favorable wabalance, spruce seedlings may be

intolerant

of

full

intensity

uncommon

in

fire

response to heat, usually that from
Lodgepole seedlings do not

(serotiny).

root deeper than spruce, but do develop
extensive

root

systems (Noble

which should facilitate .seedling survival on drier, exposed sites. Additionally,
1979),

Several mechanisms for the shading benidentified.

es-

Rocky Mountain portion of the
range of this species (Cottam 1954). Thus aspen commonly invades only those sites immediately adjacent to existing clones. Lodgepole
establishes only from seed; in some portions
of its range the seed-bearing cones open

much more

have been

Aspen bypasses the seedling

thought to be extremely

the .shade of lodgepole or aspen
vegetation is not too dense.
efaction of

the face of

the central

strictly in

understory

in

tablishment barrier of harsh environments by
vegetative reproduction, producing sucker
shoots from the roots. Establishment from

and fir via shading (Alexander 1974, Noble
and Alexander 1977). Even greater recruitment of spruce and fir populations occurs in
if

requirements

sunlight

(Ronco

lodgepole seedlings are not

damaged

or in-

hibited by the high light intensities (such as
in

imforested

sites)

to

which spruce and

fir

seedlings arc less tolerant (Ronco 1970).

The
in a

relative proportions of spruce

and

fir

stand vary geographicallv, altitudinally.
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and locally (Daubcnmire 1943. Peet 1978).
As a species, fir tolerates a wider ranye ot
site conditions than spruce, and seems capable of becoming established on a greater

SUCCESSION

(Fowells 1965).

lowed In temperatures and moisture levels
conducive to survival of the larvae; repeated
episodes lead to a stand of spruce so few and
large that they are extremely susceptible to
attack and blowdown (Dixon 1935, Miller
1970, Schmid and Hinds 1974). Stand deva.station results and the pace of succession rises

spruce-fir

again.

variety of substrates (Fowells 1965). Fir seedlings

are

more shade tolerant than spruce
The composition of a voung
stand depends heavily upon which

species seeded abundantly just prior to a pe-

establishment. In the
northern Rocky Mountains good fir seed
crops are more frequent than good spruce
crops (LeBarron and Jemison 1953). In the
riod favorable

for

Both spruce and fir seeds suffer higher
pregermination mortality in litter of their
own species than in litter from the other spe(Daniel and Schmidt 1972). Originally
described as Ceniculodendwn pyrifonnc Salt,
the infectious fungu.'^ now appears to be the
imperfect state of Caloscypha fiil^em (Pers.)
cies

Wasatch Mountains the converse is true,
though the cohort of young fir is often larger
because of better fir survival (T. W. Daniel,
pers. comm.).
Both spruce and fir grow slowly by compari.son to lodgepole or aspen. Both have narrow pyramidal crowns, fir the more so, and
may have few live branches in the lowest 5 m
of mature closed stands. Individuals of either
species seldom exceed 40 to 45 m in height.
Fir suffers heavy mortality at 125 to 175
years because of its greater susceptibility to
root rot, but spruce often lives 300 to 500
years. Both species are highly susceptible to
fire, due to their low crowns when young and

The Wasatch xMountains of northern Utah
and southeastern Idaho are a major component of the central Rocky Mountains. A

their thin bark.

site for

The combination

of irregular seed produc-

Boudier (Paden

and Skujins

et al. 1978,

Such

1979).

Wicklow-Howard

account in part for the relative rarity of mature monospecific stands of either spruce or
fir in the Rocky Mountains.

A Subalpine Site in the
Northern ^Vasatch Moimtains

intensive study of ecosystem proper-

ties in relation to

succession

was selected

Cache and Rich

frequent incidence in spruce-fir stands of the

of the Utah-Idaho border (Fig.

inverse

J-shaped

population

age structure
climax commu-

associated with
(Alexander 1974, LeBarron and Jemison 1953, Whipple and Dix 1979). Stands
may be even-aged or multi-aged, or may include suppressed individuals of considerable
classically

nities

age that show released growth only
gap opens in the canopy.

when

a

Injurious organisms may strongly affect the
dynamics of spruce-fir stands. Damage from
the bark beetle (Dryocoetes confii.siis Swaine)
and associated fungi often results in a reduction in the proportion of fir at a stand age of
125 to 175 years (Schmid and Hinds 1974).
Spruce becomes more susceptible to spruce
bark beetle {Dendroctonus rufijH'imi.s Kirbv)
(Schmid and Frye 1977) damage as it becomes older and larger in diameter, at about
250 years. Infestations erupt above endemic
levels

when blowdowns

of live spruce are fol-

in

the Utah State University School Forest, in

and irregular occurrence of suitable conditions for tree establishment leads to an intion

may

self-inhil)ition

counties, about 15
1).

km

vestigated ranged between about 2550

2650

m

in elevation.

The

site

is

south

Stands

m

in-

and

atop an un-

dissected plateaulike ridge of gentle topogra-

phy. Adjacent areas are lower in elevation

and are not a source of cold

air drainage onto
throughout the site are
derived from the Knight formation of the
Wasatch group, a Tertiary red conglomerate
of quartzite, sandstone, and shale (Veatch
1907). Tliis parent material occurs exten-

the study

site.

Soils

sively south of the study site (Stokes 1963).

The

site

contains no lakes or permanent

streams. Photoperiods range from 15 h 2

min

on 1 June to 13 h 9 min on 1 September,
with a 15 h 15 min maximum at the solstice.
Daily solar radiation totals (horizontal surface) as high as

768

cal

cm

-

have been mea-

sured (Eaton 1971).
The vegetation consists predominantly of
spmce-fir forests of moderate age, containing

Great Basin Naturalist
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Fig.

L

Map

of northern Utah, locating th. .School
Forest (SF«).

unshacled lexeept Hear l.akei and honndaries

at

I.5()(),

Garden Citv Su„n„il .CC ^

2 KM), and 2700 m.

'
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and the Inuus

ot-
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onlv a few widely spaced spruce older than
275 vears. The oldest known trees are 367
vears (spruce) and 278 years (fir) (T. W. Daniel,

pers.

conmi.).

Scattered

individuals

or

small groups of lodgepole or aspen occur in
the spmce-fir stands. Within this broad for-

meadows fringed with
aspen clones on various fractions of their perimeters (Fig. 2). Young spruce and fir are frequently observed in these aspen stands but
seldom in the meadows, except on the north
margins of conifer stands, including the occaested area are small

sional small

No

has taken place on the

The
is

establish soon after fire, without site amelio-

Cattle and sheep

ration by aspen or lodgepole, if a significant
quantity of unburned woody material remains as protection. This is pathwav "3,"

site.

consisting mainlv

of

herbs and, except in the meadows, trees. Individuals of shrubbv

shrub biomass

is

species are

less

than

1

uncommon;

percent that of

herbaceous biomass in meadows and under
aspen, and less than 5 percent under sprucefir. Small tree species and lianas are absent.
These features distinguish the sere under
study from those on most other forest succession research sites, especially those in the de-

ciduous forest biome. Cryptogams occur, but
are not a conspicuous element of anv stratimi
of the vegetation, except for periodic

gence of basidiocarps

in the forests.

emer-

The gen-

eral aspect of the several categories of

vege-

Figure 3. For a
discussion of the compositional and environtation

is

illustrated

mental relationships of
cal forests, see

Lawton

in

this forest to

Henderson

in the lower elevationrange of the habitat type around the edge
ot the School Forest area. If aspen is not locally abundant, then lodgepole is the postfire
pioneer, provided that a local .seed source ex-

fir

life-form composition of the vegeta-

rather simple,

Pathway "2" occurs

al

significant logging

have grazed the site since around 1900. The
zonal climax vegetation of the studv area belongs to the Abies lasiocdipa / Pcdicularis
mcemosa climax comniunit\ tvpe and habitat
type (Henderson et al. 1976).

tion

and eventuallv outlive and

replace the aspen.

Lodgepole cones are not serotinous in
seeding is from adjacent stands.
Spruce and fir establish and grow more slowly than lodgepole; thus, a pine-dominated
ecosystem exists for some time prior to
spmce-fir stand recovery. Spruce and fir may

clumps of mature spruce or

within the meadows.

secjuently invade,

et al.

other

lo-

(1976) and

ists.

this area, so

where the climax species establish without
preclimax tree species. The climax stand
structure typically takes less time to develop
than through pathways "1" and "2."

Pathway "4," the most common, and that
which we studied intensively, begins with
long-persistent meadows, probably not of fire
origin. These are eventually invaded by a.spen suckers followed by spruce and fir. Typically the fringe of aspen clones is discontinuous around the meadow, yielding
iiregular patterns of
2).

Once aspen

School Forest (Sperger and
Henderson, unpubl.) indicated that there are
probably four major pathways of succession
lent sites in the

leading to spruce-fir forests (Fig.

4).

Pathway

"1" represents succession following the destruction by fire of a forest containing significant aspen root biomass. The aspens sucker
within a short period of time to produce an
aspen-dominated stand. Spruce and fir sub-

invasion (Fig.

hundreds of years longer, because of the
long-persistent

meadow

stage.

Pathway "4" was studied by sinmltaneous
investigation of plots characterized as meadow, aspen, fir, and spruce-fir. The fir-dominated plots represent a stage, containing
spruce, which sometimes occurs between occupancy by aspen and the t\pical

some

mixture.

The

inference

of

these

chronosequence seems reasonable,
based on the minimal relief of the studv site
and its uniform soil parent material. Because
the time since the meadows were last forested could not be determined, the stands cannot be positioned on an absolute time axis.
Common herbaceous species in each stage
are listed in Table I. These represent samples
from one series of stands at Big Meadow and
should not be interpreted as ranks for the
study site in general. Eriogonum is semishnibbv rather than wholh' herbaceous. A
plots as a

A preliminary stud) of the structure of
over 100 stands on environmentally equiva-

meadow

present, the time frame of

events resembles that of the other three pathways. However, the sere as a whole mav take

spruce-fir

(1979).

is

Vol. 40, No.
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Fii;.

2.

Aoiial pliolo

various sections of

tlie

iiicliicliii<4

Ihc

Ikul'^i-r

photo. .Xrrow jxjints to

station in the Stliool Forest.
tlie

weather

station.

Lower

dianrani inclieates type

ol forest

1
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composition oc-

curs along the siiccessional secjuence, with no

species being
stages.

meadow and
and

abundant

The niunber

in

more than two

of species

is

lowest in the

highest in the preclimax aspen

based on equal sampling effort.
The proportion of short-lived species in the
species list declines onlv slightly along the
sere. The semishrub Vacciniuin scopdiiuin
fir

Fig. 3.
tos

stages,

(Leiberg), perhaps the most abundant understorv species in the Rocky Mountain sub-

alpine /.one (Daubenmire 1978), was not
found on the site.

Mannnal species of the four stages are listin Table 2. The Northern Pocket Gopher
{Tliomoniy.s falpoidcs) is abundant in the
meadows, producing considerable disturbance of the upper portions of the soil horied

Photographs showing general physiognomy of four stages of succession: meadow, aspen,

courtesy of D. .\ndersen.

fir,

spruce-fir.

Pho-

Vol. 40, No.
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ground between
and largely due
meadow plants
abundant
to gopher activity. Gophers are less
under aspen and rare imder conifers. Their

zons.

The amount

of bare

substantial

is

on conifer invasion rate is not well understood, for though they can directly deeffect

stroy

young spruce or

their activities

fir,

may

also reduce herbaceous species competition
with tree seedlings. Gophers may also create

.seedbeds for conifers

more favorable
posing mineral

by

ex-

soil.

The dominant mammals in the coniferous
stages are the Snowshoe Hare {Lepus americanus) and the Red Squirrel (Tamiasciiirus
and winter browsing by
hares may retard conifer stand development
(Baker et al. 1921); an individual may consume some 300 g (fresh weight) of woody
Fall

hudsonicus).

mm

stems 4

or less in diameter daily in

ter (Pea.se et al. 1979).
sities

in

this

area

Hare population denlittle by com-

fluctuate

counterparts

with their boreal
(Dolbeer and Clark 1975).
pari.son

The Red

win-

Scjuirrel harvests

cones before the seeds are shed, transporting
to large caches at shady bases of trees.

them

Finlev (1969) concluded that Red Squirrels
harvest almost all the cones produced in
vears of poor to average seed output, and
that only in high seed production years are

enough

fir

dispersed that significant tree

.seeds

recruitment

is

possible. Further information

on the mammalian component of the ecosystems is in Andersen et al. (1980).
Bird .species of the four stages are listed in
Table 3. Only the spruce-fir data are from
the site; preceding stages were inventoried in
more extensive stands nearby. Meadows fea-

low numbers of both species and individConspicuously absent from the coniferous stands is the Gray (or Canada) Jay
tiue

uals.

(Perisoreus

canadensis),

a

common

manent resident throughout most

per-

of the

Rocky Mountain .subalpine zone. Similarity
in composition of the vertebrate species

among

stages (Jaccard coefficient of

commu-

between years in the
the avifauna are shown in Figure 5.

and

nitv)

spruce and

1

case of

its

variation

Further avian information is available in
Smith and MacMahon (submitted).
The comparisons of species similarities for

DISTURBANCE

(fire)

LONG
PERSISTING

MEADOW

GRASS -FORB MEADOW

ASPEN

LODGE POLE

ASPEN

PINE

FIRS SPRUCE

vertebrates (Fig. 5) across the

all

.sere

more
The implication

these patterns, are

similar than those

for birds.

is

we would
to the

expect, respond

that the birds, as

more dramatically

physiognomic changes attendant
meadow to a deciduous

veloping from

SPRUCES

FIR

SPRUCE

FIR

/

with tree species or leaf habit. The verte.species

SPARSE UNDERSTORY

and Viiisanen 1976, Sabo and Whittaker

FIR

Erskine 1977. Han.sson 1974, Jiirvinen

(e.g.,

OF

Pedicularis

racemosa

1979).

The most abundant
to

mammal

AS A SUBORDINATE.

CLIMAX WITH

tli()in;lil

forest

and 20-30 bird species for each of oiu' serai
stages correspond to mammal and bird species counts from similar communities through
North America and also northern Europe

SPRUCE DOMINATED

4.

to de-

and finally to a coniferous forest. Mammals,
on the other hand, respond to the presence or
absence of trees, but do not vary as much
brate species count of 13-16

Fi^.

show

most mature stage, spiTice, is most
different from the least mature stage, meadow. The most similar stages are the two conifers, spruce and fir. All pair-wise serai stage
comparisons of mammals, though showing
that the

Summarv

ol

types of succfssioiial patli\\a\>

\w operative on

liie

Scliool Forest.

insects in the

meadows

are .species of aphidids and thripids. Following

a

winter drought, the aphids declined

March 1980
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precipitously in 1977,

when two

delHd

Among

species of

cicadelhds were the most abundant.

A

cica-

along the

bv three species of thripids. In the aspen canopv the most common
species is a serpentine leaf miner (Gracilariidae), followed bv an aphidid, a cicadellid,
and a blotch mining gracilariid. In the conifer understory the most common species is
an aphidid, followed by two thripids and two
more aphidids. During 1977 the aphids were
scarce and a cicadellid was the most abundant. In the conifer canopy, the most abunderstorv, followed

dance of Collembola and the plant-feeding
nematodes (Tylenchida, Dorylaimida) does
not change much. The forested stages harbor
increased proportions of bacterivorous nematodes (Rhabditida), detritivorous mites (Ori-

and predaceous mites (Mesostigmata).
Oligochaetes are essentially absent, a charac-

batei),

region (Gates 1967), and gastropods are also rare on the site. Populations

teristic of the

of protozoans were not estimated. Soil microorganisms also exhibit large absolute increas-

dant species are an encyrtid, a mirid, a thripid, and an eriosomatid. The insects on spruce

were observed

to

be verv similar

to those

es in number through successional time and
are generally highest in density in the conifer

on

fir.

Estimates

litter.

Table

Herbaceous species comprising 5 percent or more

1.

Meadow

the Big

succession stages. 1977.

Numbers following

the herbaceous biomass indicated for top-ranked species.

baceous biomass
nititi is

in relation to tree leaf

and litter metazoan innumbers increase markedly
serai sequence. The relative abunsoil

vertebrates,

the most abundant in the aspen un-

is

9

of the

mean

for

several

daily herbaceous bioinass in samples at

a taxon correspond to

Number

abundance

of

its

biomass rank, with percent of

of various categories of species samples

and her-

biomass are also included. Only herbaceous tissue of the semishrub Eriogo-

included.

Meadow

.^spen

Fir

Spruce-Fir

Rank
Achillea miUefoUiim L. ssp. kinulosa (Nutt.) Piper
Agropyron trachijcaiilum (Link) Malte var. lati^himc

&

(Scribn.

3

.Smith) A. \. Beetle

Agropijron tracJiijcauhnn (Link) Malte var. ghiiicuiu
(Pease & Moore) Malte
Aster engelmannii (Eat.) Grav

Bwmiis

cciriudttts

Hook

&

1

.\rn.

Dcscurainia nchdidsonii (Sweet) Schidz var. sonnet
(Robins.) C. L. Hitchc.
Erigeron speciosus (Lindl.) D. C. var. niacninthiis (Nutt.)
Croncj.

25%)

Eriogonum herarleoidcs Nutt.
Cilia aggregata (Pursh) Spreng.

Ligustiriim filicinitni Wats.

Lnpinits argenteus Pursh var. ruhricanlis (Greene)

Welsh
Pediciilahs raceinosa Dugl. var. alba (Pennell) Cronq.

Poa nervosa (Hook.) Vasey var. wheeleri (Vasev) C. L.
Hitchc.
Potentilld argiita Pursh var. convallaria (Hvdb.) Tli.

Wolf

Riidheekia ocridenlidis Nutt. var. ocridentcdis
'^eneeio crasstiliis (Jrav

Seneeio serra Hook.
Stellaria

jamesiana Torr.

Trisetum spicatum (L.) Richter
Total
Total
Total

number
number
number

of species

sampled
sampled

of annual species

biennial/short-lived perennial species

sampled

Herbaceous standing crop
H.S.C.

-(-

tree leaf standing crop

1

(29%)

(25%)
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phylogenetic and functional groups are sum-

marized

in

Table

4.

Methods of

Site Analysis

Field studies were conducted during 1976,
1977, and 1978.

From 1970 through 1976

MAMMALS
1976-77

air

temperatures and precipitation had been recorded at a station (hereafter the Badger station) near the edge of a small meadow on the
site at 2650 m elevation (Fig. 2). Mean
monthly values recorded in Lomas (1977)
were used as dependent variables in multiple
linear regression models that employed as independent variables the values for the same
months at nearby lower elevation stations, for
which long-term means are available. For
both precipitation and temperature models

study

BIRDS
1976

these stations are Logan, USU (elevation
of the site) and Laketown
1458 m, 27 km
(1825 m, 16 km E-SE); data from Richmond
(1426 m, 25 km W-NW) were also used in

SW

the precipitation models (see Fig.

1).

These

data are published in the corresponding years
of Climatological Data, Utah (U.S. Weather

BIRDS
1977

Bureau, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Washington, D.C.). The published mean values for these stations for the 1941-1970 peri-

od were entered into the appropriate regression models to produce an estimated monthly

mean temperature

T.\BLE

2.

.Mammal

Fig.

5.

Diagrams showing degree

between stages

M =

is

among
Number

of affinity

vertebrate assemblages in the four serai stages.

the Jaccard coefficient of community.

meadow, A =

aspen,

F =

fir.

S

=

spruce-fir.

or precipitation total for

species observed or trapped in various examples of the serai stages at the School Forest from

1976 through 1978.

Meadow
X

Cervus canadensis (Elk)
Cletliriotwinys ^apperi (Boreal

Redback Vole)

Erctliizon dorsatuin (Porcupine)

Eutamki.s

niiniiutt.s

(Least

Eiitaiiiias tind)rinus

Chipmunk)
Chipmunk)

(Uinta

Glaucomijs sabrinus (Northern Flying
Lagurus curtatus (Sagebrush Vole)
Lepus umericanus (Snowshoe Hare)
Mu.stela crminea (Shorttail Weasel)
Mustela frenata (Longtail Weasel)

Neotoma cinereu

(Bushytaii

Scjuirrel)

Woodrat)

Odocoileus heiniontts (Mule Deer)
Pcromijsnts manicttlatus (Deer Mouse)
.Sorc.v sp. (Shrew)

Spcnnophilus latemlis (Colden-maiitled Stjuirrei)
Tainiascittrus hudsoninis (Red Sfjuirrel)
Ttiomomys talpoidcs (Northern Pocket Copher)
Zapus princeps (Western Jumping .Mouse)

Total

.\spen

Fir

Spruce-Fir
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11

cent coarse fragments

was estimated bv eye

the field. Composition of the fine particle

od.

in

temperature, relative humidity, and
were recorded and pan evaporation measured during the summers of 1976,
1977, and 1978 at two other stations (eleva-

fraction was determined by the hydrometer
method and with sieves. The following chemical parameters were measured: pH (saturat-

Air

precipitation

tion

2560 m)

1.5

km \-NE

of the Badger sta-

was located in a meadow
from the edge of an aspen stand;
an identical one was situated about 80 m into
the forest from the first, under a well-developed spnice-fir canopy. These are referred to
as Big Meadow (meadow) and Big Meadow
(conifer), respectively. Instruments used were
tipping bucket recording precipitation
gauges (unshielded), recording hvgrothermographs in standard shelters, and U.S. Department of Agriculture Class A evaporation
pans. Pan evaporation was measured at irregular intervals which averaged about 7
days. The instruments were mounted on a
platform about 2.5 m above ground, higher
than normal because of the deep snows
which cover the area. Snowpack dynamics
were inferred from periodic observations at
the site, in conjunction with measurements
tion.

One

about 20

made by
Soil

station

m

the U.S.

Department

Con.servation Service, at

of Agriculture,

Garden City

Summit, 8 km north of the site (elevation
2400 m) (Fig. 1).
Stem xylem water potential (predawn) of
conifers along a 10 X 50 m transect from
meadow through aspen to conifer was measured with a FMS pressure bomb (Waring
and Cleary 1967) on 3 August 1977. At least
three different branches of each spruce or fir
were measured; these trees were all about 1
m tall. Tree species population structure
along this same transect was assessed by
aging stems and estimating their heights.
Ages were determined by counting terminal
bud scale scars or annual growth rings in xylem cores. In the latter case, the age at the
coring height (1.37 m) was corrected to total
age by adding 5 years for aspen and 20 years
for fir or spruce, values based on average

number

bud scale scars
pits were dug to 1
of

paste),

organic

carbon

(Walkley-Black

procedure), cation exchange capacity (sodium
acetate method), total cations (ammonium

and phosphorous (sodium
extraction), and total nitrogen (Kjeldahl). Each of the eight pedons studied was classified to the Great
acetate), potassium

bicarbonate), iron

(DTPA

level using the system of USDA Soil
Conservation Service (Anonymous 1975).
Soil moisture was monitored in 1977 and
1978 at the Badger station as a continuation
of previous work (Lomas 1977). Volume percent moisture was measured with a Troxler
neutron probe in five tubes in a meadow and

Group

ten tubes in a spruce-fir stand. Values

recorded for each 30.5

cm deep

cm

were

increment of a 122

profile.

Results
Estimated 1941-1970 monthly mean tem-

and precipitation totals
Badger station are reported in Table
peratures

for

the

along
with the multiple coefficient of determination for the regression model by which each
5,

was derived. These estimates are

estimate

plotted
against
the
monthly
means
(1941-1970) for three weather stations in the
Rocky Mountain subalpine zone with longterm records (Figs. 6, 7). Most of the precipitation at Badger is received as snow, with
nearly 30 percent of the annual precipitation
falling in

December and

January. Rainfall de-

amounts in Julv, rising
somewhat in August. Long-term snowpack
records for Garden City Summit are presented in Figure 8. Meadow peak snowpack
depths at the study site averaged about 40-50
cm greater than those at Garden City Sumcreases to very low

mit during the corresponding winters.
Selected temperature, humidity, and pre-

at that height.

cipitation data from the Big

m

for the

depth in two examples of each stage of the sequence in the
same stands being sampled for other ecosystem attributes. Each soil horizon was identified, measured, and sampled prior to phvsical
and chemical analvsis in the laboratory. PerSoil

ed

smnmers

Meadow

station

of intensive studv are pre-

sented in Table 6. Pan evaporation for these
summers is plotted in Figure 9 against days
after snowmelt in the meadows; these can be

converted to calendar dates from the snowmelt dates in Table 6. The evaporation
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curves were integrated planimetrically over
various time intervals (Table 7). Over the interval from 43 to 73 days after snowmelt,

moisture content. The growing season began
very early and was much longer than for the

averaged 38
percent (1976), 46 percent (1977), and 46

warmer than

percent (1978) as great as that in the meadow. Soil moisture trends at the Badger station
during the three summers of intensive study

part because

evaporation in the conifer forest

are represented in Figure 10.
From these data we can generally characterize the three

summers during which eco-

system properties were analyzed. During
1976 perhaps the most favorable conditions
for plant growth and development occurred,
with above average July rain, low evaporation, and a moderately long frost-free period. The summer of 1977 followed an extraordinarily dry winter, resulting in low soil

Table 3. Status of avian species observed on study areas
mer breeder; F = feeder in serai stage, but not breeder; V =

Pan evaporation was very high, perhaps in
it was measured during the
longer days of early summer, since the saturation deficits were not especially great. Extremely high August rainfall resulted from a
rare deep continental intrusion of a tropical
storm. The 1978 frost-free season began late
and ended early. Temperatures and evaporation rates were intermediate, and saturation deficits were relatively low in June and
July but high in August. Less rain
during the other two summers.

Goshawk

Hawk
Hawk
Marsh Hawk
Red-tailed Hawk

Cooper's

Sharp-shinned

Golden Eagle
Sparrow Hawk
Blue Grouse
Ruffed Grouse
Mourning Dove
CJreat Horned Owl

Pygmy Owl

Common Nighthawk
Poor-will

Broad-tailed Hununingl)ird

Rufous Hiuiimingbird
Red-shafted Flicker
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker

WilHamson's Sapsucker
Hairy Woodpecker

Downv Woodpecker
Northern Three-toed Woodpecker

Woodpecker

Dusky Flycatcher
Western Wood Pewee
Olive-sided Flycatcher
Violet-green Swallow
Tree Swallow
Steller's

Jay

Black-billed

Magpie

Clark's Nutcracker

Common

Raven

Black-capped C^hickadee
Monntairi (Chickadee

fell

than

Tree water potential and forest height
structure

in

along

1976 and 1977. P

mitirating or

Meadow

Species

Turkey Vulture

Lewis"

other two summers. June and August were
in 1976 and 1978, but not July.

the

meadow-aspen-conifer

= permanent

wandering

Aspen

visitor;

W
Fir

resident;

=

B = sum-

winter resident.
Spruce-Fir

March 1980
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plotted in Figure 11, and age
Figure 12. For tabulated age
data, see Daniel et al. (1979:286). It can be
seen that the water stress of conifers one to
two meters tall increases as the aspen is replaced bv niatiue spruce and fir.
transect

structure

The

is

in

sampled are characterized in Table 8. Their taxonomic assignments
may be interpreted as follows: Cryochrepts

pers. comm.). In 1976 fir and spruce had very
low cone abundance, but in 1977 both bore
heavy crops. In 1978 the spruce crop was
very low, and fir bore a moderate crop.

Discussion

eight pedons

mean annual temperatures
showing little development. Crvoborolls have
dark surfaces, cold mean annual temperatures, and little development of the profile.
Paleboralfs are similarlv cold, but have an argillic horizon (accumulation of clav) deep in
the profile. This extensive development is inferred to be the product of a different climate in the past.
Cone crops on the School Forest have been
estimated annually since 1947 (T. W. Daniel,
are soils with cold

13

The greater similarity of summer air temperatures than of precipitation patterns
among the geographically disparate sprucefir sites in Figures 6 and 7 lends support to
the assertion by

Daubenmire (1956)

that

lower growing season temperatures distinguish this zone from other Rocky Mountain

forests.

A

variety of precipitation

re-

gimes permits the existence of spruce-fir
forests, from the summer-dominated precipitation south and east in the Cordillera to the
winter-dominated patterns north and west.
Few other data on humidity or pan evapo-

Table 3 coutiuuccl.

Meadow

Species

White-breasted Nuthatch
Red-breasted Nuthatch

Brown Creeper
House Wren
.\merican Robin
Townsend's Sohtaire
Hermit Thrush
Mountain Bluebird
Colden-crowned Kinglet
Ruby-crowned Kinglet
Northern Shrike

Warbling

\'ireo

Orauge-Crowued Warbler
Audubon's Warbler
MacGillivray's Warbler
Wilson's Warbler
Townsend's Warbler
Western Meadowlark
Brewer's Blackbird

Western Tanager
Black-headed Grosbeak
lazuli Bunting
Cassin's Finch
.\merican Goldfinch
Pine Grosbeak
Gray-crowned Rosv Finch
Pine Siskin

Red Crossbill
White-winged Crossbill
Green-tailed

Towhee

Sparrow
IDark-eyed Junco (3 races)
Chipping Sparrow
Brewer's Sparrow
White-crowned Sparrow
Lincoln's Sparrow
\ esper

.\spen

Fir

Spruce-Fir
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have been pubHshed. The
three-year monthly averages for saturation
ration in this zone

deficit at Big

Meadow

(Table 6) are 9 per-

cent greater (June), 53 percent greater (July),
and 28 percent greater (August) than those
we computed from one year of temperature

and humidity records

for a spnice-fir site in

—

BRIGHTON

--B--

BADGER

1

Colorado (Marr 1967).
1918 and 1919 in
the subalpine of Arizona (Pearson 1931) were
far less than ours (Table 7) in both forested
and exposed sites. The Arizona site receives
large amounts of summer rain, and may expe-

Range
Pan evaporation

the Front

in

rates in

rience lower saturation deficits.

Summer

davs

LEADVILLE

— -SUMMIT
o
o
UJ
a:

UJ
Q.

u

JFMAMJJASOND
Fig. 6.

Mean

niontlilv

temperatures during 1941-1970 period

the Rocky .Mountain spruce-fir
Summit, Montana. Means for Badger are esti-

for four sites in

zones: Badger station, Utah; Brighton, Utah; Leadville, Colorado;

mates; those for the other sites are measured parameters.

Table 4. Relative abundance of phylogenetic and fimctional groups of soil microorganisms. Total number of organisms in the phylogenetic and functional group coimts do not agree because different methods were used; functional groups are also not nuitually exclusive. Soil samples are from topmost 5 cm.
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15

BRIGHTON

1

o

lOH

I-

<

^

5-

a:
a.

LEADVILLE

0-

F

M

A

M

A

S

N

D

Fig^.7. Mean monthly precipitation totals during 1941-1970
period for four site.s in the Rockv Mountain spruce-fi
zone Badger station, Utah; Brighton. Utah; Leadville,
Colorado; Summit, Montana. Means for Badger are estimates
those tor the other sites are measured
parameters.

Table 4 continued.

l(fi

organisms

g-^

dry substrate

Proteolytic

Hemicellulolytic

Chitinolytic

Lipolytic

Cellulolytic

Summer/Fall

Summer/Fall

Summer/Fall

Summer/Fall

Summer/Fall

0.8/1.3
0.8/.3.0

1.5/1.8
1.2/1.4

3.6/3.7
1.8/2.0
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be shorter there. These com-

50

coupled with the paucity of summer
rain at our site (Fig. 7), lead us to venture
that ours is a comparatively dry example of

25

would

also

parisons,

17

0-305 cm
A.

spruce-fir forest.

^C

Our pan evaporation

than those

in the

__M.C76

statistics indicate that

animals and plant shoots in the lower synusia
of the forest should have lower rates of water
loss

^^M77

meadows (Table

50-1

7, Fig.

Because saturation deficits were nearly
the same at both Big Meadow stations, the
differences nnist be largely due to differences

30.5-61.0 cm

8).

in net radiation or

mean wind

velocity.

-

25-

Badger station in 1970 bv use of Penmans combination method (Eaton 1971).
Conifers of comparable small size exliibit
greater water stress in conifer-dominated
stands than in aspen stands (Fig. 11). We interpret this to mean that competition for soil
water from large conifers is more severe than
from aspen or small conifers. From the pan

"I

o
:)U-

tlie

o
>

50

evaporation data (Fig. 8) we would expect
greater evaporative stress under aspen rather
than conifers, so the low xylem potentials under conifers must be due to inability to obis probably an
important factor limiting recruitment in ma-

tain sufficient soil water. This

tiue spruce-fir stands.

The

tree population age structures along

the transect (Fig. 12) indicate that aspen in-

vades the

cm

yr',

meadows

and

is

at

an average of about 19
in about 20 years by

followed

successful conifer establishment.

The

results

M77

^^ C76

The

evaporation rates measiued in the meadow
compare favorably with those estimated for

^^

25

r

—

—
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presented are in general agreement with othon the study site. Altered slopes
in the aspen age vs. transect distance relationship suggest that advance of the clones

Vol. 40, No.

1

a plot on the School For100 to 150 years before spruce or fir

Aspen dominates

er transects

est for

was slowed during the 1930s and accelerated
in the past decade. The 1930s were generally
warmer and drier than the succeeding period,
and the precipitation since 1970 (Lomas
1977) generally exceeded the 1941-1970 estimated means.

assumes dominance (Fig. 12) and hastens the
demise of aspen through shading. Persistence
of occasional aspen stems in more open portions of the spruce-fir canopy is important
from the standpoint of regeneration potential. The transition from aspen to spruce-fir
occurs over a relatively short time and distance (Fig. 12), explaining why we were

i2

-20n

<

-15-

spruce

r30

h20

LU

O

E

Spruce y

X

-10-

oFlrV
LU

LlI

hlO

^

^

-5i

_J

X
To

10

DISTANCE FROM

30^

MEADOW

—

I

40

—

I

50

(m)

Fit;. 11. Average tree height of aspen, fir, and spruce populations, and water potential of short conifers along a
meadow-aspen-conifer transect. Water potential (^) of fir and spruce of about one meter height was measured .3
August 1977. Values are plotted against distance from the edge of a meadow.

Table

Meadow weather stations. Precipitation is average of meadow and conifer
Snowmelt is first date when meadow snow cover v.as estimated to be less than 10 percent. Saturation
computed from weekly mean temperature and mean relative humidity for the meadow station.
6.

Climatological data from Big

station totals.
deficit

is
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find mixed aspen-conifer stands
enough to study. Tabulation of the
ages of trees by species indicates that the invasion of spruce and fir occurs with less temporal regularity than aspen invasion of meadows (Daniel et'al. 1979:286).

unable

to

sizeable

The

great similarity in

soil

physical and

chemical properties among the four stand
types (Table 8) strengthens our view that the

19

stands differ mainly as a consequence of succession

and not because of differences in site
Most of the edaphic differences ex-

potential.
isting
soil

among

.surface,

stages are manifested near the
reflecting the influences of the

current resident biota.
coal in the

clude that
the

upper few

The absence

cm

of char-

leads us to con-

has not been a major force in
ecosystems during the past few

fire

meadow

centuries.

10

Fig. 12.

.\ge stnicture of aspen,

20
30
40
DISTANCE FROM MEADOW (m)
fir,

and spruce populations along

plotted against distance from the edge of a

Table 6

meadow.

a nieadow-aspen-tonifer transect.

Mean

ages are

We

must, then, invoke reasons other than

for

fire

studied.

the existence

We

the

of

.suggest that

we

meadows we
are .seeing the

disappearance of subalpine meadows that
were chmatic chmax during a colder period.
If this is true, then the sequence we describe
is botii
allogenic (warmer temperatures al-

lowing forest expansion) and autogenic (climax forest establishment facilitated by aspen
invasion) in character. It is important to determine whether these meadows are old or
yoimg. Even though phvsiognomy and energetics may be similar in pioneer meadows
and mature meadows, the life history characteristics of the organisms and the structure of
the communitv mav well differ due to the
length of time a stand has been in existence
(MacArthur and Wilson 1967).
There is evidence from around the globe
for cooling during this earlier period (Brav
1971), though we know of no published evidence for colder conditions in the immediate
vicinity of our site. A dendrochronological
study of a

site

375

km SW

of ours indicates

were cooler than at pres1780 (LaMarche and Stock-

that temperatures

ent from 1541 to

ton 1974). This corresponds to the dearth of
trees older than 275 years on our site, though
their absence could

be interpreted

of insect devastation

.sult

as the re-

(Miller

1970).

Whipple and Dix (1979) also found fewer
.spmce between ages of 300 and 400 years in
Colorado than they expected.
Whether this cooling was sufficient to
change the general aspect of our studv site
we can only gue.ss. There is general agree-

ment

that the cooling

latitudes

ing

and

was

summer

air

The limittemperatures for normal
fir

Mountains as a whole, then the years 1870 to
1945 may have been the most warm-moist
75-year period since 1130 (Bradley 1976).
In conclusion, we would like to reemphasize the integral role played by preclimax
trees in the structuring of the climax forest.

successional change we describe is not
merely a consequence of the passage of time
and the differential growth rates of preclimax

The

and climax species (Dmry and Nisbet 1973).
Species characteristic of the climax are not
"present but inconspicuous" early in succession; they establish extremely slowly and only
on the north margins of their stands in the
absence of aspen or lodgepole.
This is illustrated in two discrete subalpine
basins we have observed. Birch Creek and
of our
Summit Creek South Fork, 17 km
study site. Lodgepole is absent throughout
this western portion of the mountain range at
this latitude. These two basins are unusual in
that they are also devoid of aspen in the subalpine zone. Aspen may have been locally extirpated during the Pleistocene, when both
basins held small alpine glaciers (De Graff
1976). Now aspen is unable to invade from
adjacent topographic units because its inability to reproduce by seed. Aspen is present
at lower elevations in these drainages, but
perhaps only as the late-leafing form which is

W

not

are not well under-

Wardle (1968) presented evidence that
the limit lies between 11 and 12 C (July) for

in Colorado. A July decline of 2.5 C
(Table 5) might have been sufficient, in combination with the level topography of our

spruce

to

produce an open subalpine parkland

meadows containing scattered
The wide dispersion of

trees (Billings 1969).

old conifer individuals on the School Poorest is
reminiscent of the tree patterns in such parklands. Forest expansion since this colder peri-

od may have been anomalously rapid;
site reflects

known

to

occur

at

higher elevations (Cot-

tam 1954). The spruce-fir stands of these two
topographic units, at the same elevations as
our study

Table

Meadow

site,

are small discrete groves in a

climatic trends

in

llie

if

our

Rocky

7.

Estimated pan evaporation rates

stations, expressed as

mm

wk"'.

at the

Means

Big

for vari-

ous intervals were obtained by planimetric integration
ot

the turves

stood;

of herbaceous

1

greatest at high

altitudes (Bray 1971).

growth of spruce or

site,
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h\ poth-

\e\v

we would

expect for the allo<Tenic expansion of spruce-fir forest from subalpine
parkland in the absence of aspen or lodge-

I)\\u

a.m)

\\'..

F. S. Baker. 1979.
2d ed. McCirau-Hill,

1972. Lethal

Sc:iiNnnr.

J.

and non-

lethal effects of the organic horizons of forested

on the germination of seeds from several

soils

as-

sociated conifer species of the Rockv Mountains.

Can.
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